
• The widespread use of abdominal imaging has led to 
the increasing detection of incidental small renal 
lesions 

• While some lesions are accurately classified as 
suspicious or benign, lesions without clear 
distinguishing characteristics are often labeled as 
indeterminate. 

• The Michigan Urological Surgery Improvement 
Collaborative - Kidney mass: Identifying and 
Defining Necessary Evaluation and therapY
(MUSIC-KIDNEY) program commenced data 
collection in September 2017

•14 diverse practices across the state of Michigan
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OBJECTIVE

BACKGROUND

• Our objective was to assess current incidence and use 
of follow-up imaging in the management of 
indeterminate renal lesions to better understand the 
management of indeterminate lesions. 
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• MUSIC-KIDNEY registry queried between 9/2017 
and 5/2021 

• Data abstraction performed at least 4 months after 
initial office visit to capture clinical characteristics 
and management strategy. 

• Proportion of lesions categorized as indeterminate 
and proportion of patients undergoing subsequent 
imaging in practices then captured at follow-up 
intervals 

• Identified a total of 21.1 % (444/2,109) patients recorded as having an indeterminate renal lesion at initial imaging study between 9/2017 
and 5/2021 at 14 MUSIC-KIDNEY practices. 

RESULTS

METHODS
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• About 1 in 5 renal masses in MUSIC-KIDNEY registry were considered “indeterminate” on initial imaging study 
• Subsequent and appropriate imaging plays an important role in management of these lesions and characterized the lesion as suspicious 

or benign in >80% of cases.
• Biopsy leads to a definitive pathologic diagnosis (malignant or benign neoplasm) in 87% (46/53) of patients with indeterminate lesions. 
• Significant proportion of patients went to treatment with out imaging or biopsy and this presents a QI opportunity. 

• The use of multi-phase axial imaging and consideration of biopsy leads to better characterization of an indeterminate renal 
lesion, and often affects subsequent management.

Figure 1. Baseline clinical characteristics of cT1 renal masses referred 
for management in a MUSIC urology practice stratified by classification 
at initial imaging 

Figure 3. Treatment associated with indeterminate lesions

Figure 2. Effect of subsequent imaging (a) and biopsy (b) on reclassification of indeterminate lesions
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